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(1) 
I. Introduction 
Let and be independent samples from the 
same continuous distribution. Let hN(·), N = 1, 2, ••• be a sequence of 
functions on [-1,1], symmetric with respect to 0, and periodic with period 
1, and let R1 , R2 , ••• ,¾i be the ranks of the X-observations in the combined 
sample. In this report we find conditions under which a sequence of statistics 
of the form 
1 m m R. - R. L L h ( 1 1 ) N. 1 . 1 N N l.= J= 
converges in distribution as N = m + n goes to infinity, and we derive the 
.::haracteristic function of the limiting distribution. 
II. ~ Example Studi~d~ Wheeler~ Watson. 
St:atist:i.cs of the form (1) arise naturally in non-parametric tests of 
equality of the underlying distributions, if two independent samples on the 
ci:rcle are given. In fa.ct it can be shown that for a suitable group of 
transformations the locally most powerful invariant (non-parametric) test 
for detecting shift-alternatives of circular distributions is based on a 
sta.ti.st:J.c: of this form wherever the distribution is sufficiently smooth. 
Here we give one illustrative example: S. Wheeler and G. S. Watson (196~.) 
proposed a non-par<1.IIletric test for equality of two circular distributions 
which can be described as follows: Place the two samples on the circle, 
change the angles betwe-en "successive" observations in such a way that all are 
equal (= 2.}J), compute the length R of the vector resultant of the "adjusted" 
X-observations and reject the Null hypothesis of equality if R is too large. 
If points on the circle are considered as unit vectors on the complex 
plane, then, with the above terminology, the stati$tic R2 is defined as 
follows: 
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m 2Tl'iR./N cm 2TI'i¾f) R2 
= E e J E e 
j=l k=l 
m ~ 2TTi(R.-~)/N 
= I: Ee J 
j=l k=l 
m m R. 
- I\ 
= E E cos 211( 1 N ) j=l k=l 
(since R2 is real), 
where the ranks (j = 1, 2, ••• ,m) are defined by choosing an arb~trary 
cut-off point and an arbitrary direction on the circle. Hence R~/N is of 
the form (1) with hN(x) = cos 2TTx, N = 1, 2, •••• 
III. Limit Functions .h Jm.9 Equivalence Classes ,-2! Sequences {hN} 
Before any statement about the limiting behavior of a sequence {~, 
N = 1, 2, ••• } of the form (1) can be made, we have to ~ke some assumptions 
about the sequence {hN(•), N = 1, 2, ••• }. Actually hN{·) has to be 
defined only at the points !, where K = 0, ±1, ±2, ••• ,±N, in order to make 
the expression (1) meaningful, but we assume that each hN{•) is defined on 
(-1,1] in order to facilitate the presentation of proofs and results. This 
is no real restriction on the class of statistics TN. By L2[o,l] or L2 
we denote the space of square integrable functions on (0,1]. L2 is a Hilbert 
space if the usual definition of inner prod~ct is used, and we denote by 
I lh I IL , or simply I lh I I, the norm of an element of this Hilbert space. 
2 
Approximating sequences,!!!!! equivalence classes .2!, sequences. Throughout 
this paper we make the following two assumptions on a ~equence .written in the 
(i) hN(•) is defined on [-1,1], synnnetric with respect to O 
and periodic with period 1. 
(ii) h (·) N is a step fµnction; 
1 K = 0 , + 1 , +2 , • • • ,. . 
- - . 
it i~ constant on (2K-l.~) 2N' 2N ' 
1Note that the elements hN( •) form a linear subspace of L2(-l,l]. ·1-
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Definition: We say {~} 9 h {" {hN} converges to h11 in a particular 
sense) if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
1 
(a) h is continuous, J h(x)dx = O and 
0 
I lh - h I I _. N L2 
2 0 as N -. •· 
(b) hN(o)-. h(O) as N -. •• 
We also assume that (osxs1) and that lim ~ ~ 3. 
On the basis of these assumptions we show that the limiting distribution 
of (TN}, if it exists, is a function of h(•) only. 
If we consider several sequences {hN}, {gN}, we sometimes denote the 
corresponding statistics by Th, 
N 
T , respectively. 
gN 
Theorem 1: 
(a) Let {hN} be a converging sequence (hN~ h). 
Then 
(b) If {gN}, {hN} are two sequences satisfying (i) and (ii) 
then E(T - T )2 _. 0 as N _. co. 
gN hN 
Proof of (a): We first give the proof under the assumption that for each 
N .. 
N, .~ hN(i) = O. 
1.=l 
For each N and each sample outcome we define a vector z' = (z1, ••• ,zN) by 
1 
z. = 
J. 
if the i th value of the ordered ~ombined sample comes from 
the first sample (X-sample). 
if it comes from the second sample (Y-sample). 
2This obviously implies that h(•) is symmetric and periodic, since a subsequence 
of h~(·) converges pointwise a.e. and since continuity implies uniqueness of 
the limit function. 
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With thi.s notation TN can obviously be written in the form 
(3) 1 
N N • . 
TN = E E h (1 - 1) z.z .• N . l . l N N i J l.= J= 
We first compute ET2 N 
l N N N N .;_; i' •I 
= -2 E E E E h (.!::..&.)h ( -J ) z.z.z.,z.,. 
N i=l j =l i 1 =1 j' =l N N N N 1 J 1 J 
Obviously Ez.z.zi 1 z. 1 ]. J J = 
m 
N if all indices are equal, 
!! !cl 
N N-1 
m m-1 m-2 
if any three indices are equal and the fourth 
is different or if any two pairs of indices 
are equal, 
i N-1 N-2 if there is exactly one pair of equal 
indices, 
if all four indices are different, 
for N large enough to make ~ ~ 3. 
For convenience we use the symbol m - k to denote N _ k' whe~~ we suppress 
the N on which A_k actually depends. Obviously A_k ~ A as N ~=• To 
compute ET; we partition the set of quadruples of indices into seven subsets Pk: 
pl = [(· . i' ·•) J.,J, ,J i = j = i' = j I}, 
p = 
2 
{{i ,j ,i I ,j I ) three indices are equal, one is different}, 
p3 = ((i,j,i 1 ,j 1 ) i = j' i' = j I, i ;l: i'}, 
P4 = ((i,j,i 1 ,j 1 ) i = i', j = j I' i ;l: j or i = j I, j = i I, i I= j }, 
p5 = ((i,j ,i' ,j') i = j or i' = j I, and all other indices are different}, 
p6 = [(" . . ' . i) J.,J ,i ,J i = i' or i = j. I or j = j I, and all other indices 
are different}, 
P7 = ((i,j,i
1
,j') : all indices are different}. 
On each of these partitions sets 
essentially suffices to compute 
Ez • z • z . , z • , ]. J ]. J is constant, hence it 
• • • I • I 
Eh (J:.:..l.) h ( 1 -J ) for each k. 
p N N N N 
k 
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For convenience we define c (N) = l ~ h (.!)2. 
h N i=l N N 
• • • I • I (1;.:.l) (1 -1 ) ( )2 I: bN N. hN N = N hN O • 
pl 
I: h ~i~j) h ci'-;') 
p N N N 't.T 
2 
N N .. 
= 4 I: I: hN( 1·;1") hN(O) = 
i=l j;l:i 
N 
4 _I: (-hN(o):hN(O)) 
l.=1 
= -4N hN(0)2 • 
N . (making use of the synnnetry property and of the fact that f hN(~) = 0) 
( i- j ) ( i. 1 - j 1 ) ( ) ( ) 2 I: hN N hN N = N N-1 hN O • 
PQ 
,.J 
I: h ci-j) h (i 1 -i I) 
P N N N N 
.. ,, -
,. 
I: h (·::.-j' h ( i.' - i ' ' p N N ) 'N -:;;--J 
5 
I: b. (•i:j) h (i I ... _j_,:_) 
P N N N N 6 
. . .• ' . ' ~ h (:!.--1) h (l. -L) 
LI .... N .N.. 'N N~ 
P.'7 
N 
= 2 I: I: h (i.-j)2 _ 
i=l j;l:i N N -
2 ~ (Nc(N) - h (o)2 ) 
. l h N i= 
= 2N(Nc~N) - hN(o)~). 
N . . 
= 2 I: I: I: hN (1 ; 1) hN(O) = -2(N-2)N hN(0)2 • 
i=l j;!:i i' ;l:i 
i; ;l:j 
N . . . I • I 
_ b c1 -,) c1 -i ) 
- ,. I: I: I: hN N hN l-.T 
i=l j;l:i j I ;l:j 
j I ;l:i 
N . . . . 
= ~- I: I: (-J-t ( 0) - h (~) )h (1 - 1) 
· 1 . ,. N N N N N J.= J;=J. 
= ~-N hN(o) 2 + 4N hi0)2 - 4N2 c}.N) 
- 8N h ((:\2 - b..N2 c(N) 
- - N .iJ • h • 
N 
= I: I: I: I: h (i-j) h <i'-i') 
i=l j~i i'~jj';l:i' N N N N 
i' ;l:i J' ;l:j 
j ':l:i 
N 
:.;: I: I: I: b.N(i;j)(-µ (0) - h (i'-i) - h (i'-i)~ 
i=l j ;l:i i I ¢:j N N N N N 
i':l:i 
{continued) 
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(4) 
• 
(5) 
(6) 
= + (N-4) N hN(o)2 + 2N(Nc~N)_ hN(o)2 ) 
= 2.N2 c~N) + N(N-6) hN(0)2 • 
Collecting terms and multiplying by Ez.z.z.,z. 1 we get J. J l. J 
Sj_nce 
N2ET~ = N hN(o) 2 A - 4N hN(o) 2 AA_l + N(N-1) hi0)2 AA_l + 2N(~c~N) - hN(o)2 )AA_l 
-2(N-2)N hN(o)2 AA_lA-2 + (8N hN(o)2 - 4N2 c~N))AA_1A-2 
+ (2N2c~N) + N(N-6) hN(0)2 )AA_lA-2A-3. 
i.s a step function which satisfies (i) and (ii) above we obtain 
the rela.tion 
/N) = l ~ h (i)2 ., 1lhNIIL22. h N. 1 NN 1.= 
Upon di.vi.ding both sides of the. a.hove equation by N2 and taking into account 
that hN(O)-~h(o):i we obtain 
= [h(O)A(l-A)]'~ + 2[ I lb.I IL_A(l-A)]2 + oil). 
;:::'. 
Al.so 
l N N .. 
= ¥ ~ ~ h~ (kN~i) Ez.z. 
~ ... , 1 · 1 .!.~ • 1 J 
:t= J=. 
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-We now ext:e.n.d t:h.:f.s r:es-:1.l.t t0 the general case. Let 1 
N . 
h- ~ h (]·) N = N . Lll N N ' 
J.= 
the!l the sequenc=. h 'N( •) = hi•) ... hN satisfies the assumptions of the 
part:i~.ti.lar. ca.se t::reate.d so far. 
l N J. 1 
fii.NI = h~ i~lhiN) - £ h(x)d~:I 
1 
s i lhN(x) - h(x)ldx ~ O, 
-' 
1 
= I £ (b.N(x) - h(x) )dx f 
0 
since con.v2rge.o.ce in L2 impli.es convergence in L1 on a finite measure 
space. Hence, a.pply:.ng (4) we get for the general case 
('?) E~~ = [(hN(oj - hN) A(l-A)]2 + 2[A(l-A)I lhN - hNllt
2
]2 + °N(1) 
(8) 
(9) 
= [h~l)) 11.(l-11.)]2 + ON(l) + 211.2(1-11.)2( I lhNI lf2 - iiN2) + oN(l) 
= [h.(1)) A(l-11.)]2 + 2[11.(l-}i.) I lhl IL2 ]2 + °N(l). 
S:tmils.:d.y we have.:- ma.king use of (5), 
va.:r 
P. ,.. ... .f! ~Lltl: "b • . I' .l.1... ·~ . • 
.___._._._.._. .. 
He.nc:-2 fr :mi (':·) 
( h ( O ' h ) m ( ·i m.- l ) = 
... ]" j----N N. -H 
R-,·011-1 ••• ~ "g h <":ow , • .,, ,.i.:.z. -~N 
= [ (gr-.( 0) - h,.,.{ G)) 11.(l-11.)] 2 +· 2[i\(1-i\) 11 gN - h.,._71 IL ]2 J,\j .','l L" , 2 
+ o!::.i.( 1) 
= ?l'il). 
Thi.s comple:t:es o·:.1.r proof. 
If we define. two seq-uEn.,::es [gN( •)} and (hi•)} satisfying (gN - hN} =t 0 
t:o he eq1:dv&..le.nt ( the requirements of an equivalence relation are obviously 
sa.tj.sf:ied), then E-:qy.dval.cn.t sequences have identica.l lim.iting distributions, :i.f 
a 1:i.mi.t:ing dist::r.-i.h,.:it:1.on ex:i.st:s at all. We state this fact as a 
... 7 -
--
'}:n.· o 118.rv; 
If [hN} and [hN'} are sequences conyerging to the same h, then 
either both converge in distribution to the same limit or neither 
of them con.verges in distribution • 
. Proof:: fb.N}q t. and. · {hN' l•~ implies · {hN - hN1 } ~O and hence by 
Theorem 1 (b), l'~ - l'hN·P3; 0 wM.ch implies the conclusion, 
IV. (a) Asvmpt2.ti.£ Distribution.£!: TN 1.£! h 
With Finite Fourier Expansion 
Througho~1.t this section we assume that h( •) has the Fourier expansion 
(10) h(x) = 
1 
where K :i.s Rrbi.trar.·y but finite. From our assumption J h(x)dx == 0 we get 
0 
d (' 0 = v. 
81.n,:.!e h(.) is re.2l we have dk = a ... k for each k.; but h(.) is a.I.so 
synnnetric with re.spect tD O, hence 
~ d ~~TTik..x: _ 
LJ ke .- h(x) 
k=-K 
= h(-x) = 
S.') tha.t d = d k k -. (b:1 u:o.iq,:u=mess of expansion). It follows that 
:real for all k. Combining the results we get 
(11) d,,. = o , d = a =-= d 
J k k -k k = ±1, ±:~, ... ,±K• 
1'£!~r-i~ l.2.!!! ,2i ,Lcpr~e::1.t~t:ion: By (3) TN can be written in the form. 
(12) 1 
N N (i.-1) l 'fl 
= r: I: b.N z.z. = zt ~ ZN' .• N N i=l j=l .. N l. J N N 
where. is the vector of indentically distributed, 
dependent random variablE:s which are indicators of the X-sam.ple. ¾ is defined by 
- 8 -
r = 1, 2, ..• ,N. 
s = 1, 2, ••• ,N. 
--
Diagonalization of HN: HN is a symmetric matrix (since hN(·) is symmetric 
with respect to zero) which has the additional property that [HNJr,s depends 
only on (r - s) mod N., Matrices with this.latter property are called 
"circulantn matrices. 
G. Wahba (1967) has shown that a unitary matrix WN' which diagonalizes 
circulant matrices of order N, is given by the symmetric matrix WN defined by 
(13) 
* By WN we denote the adjoint of WN' which is also equal to WN. 
Hence we get the relation 
(14) 
where DN is a diagonal matrix. Since ~ is symmetric, the elements of DN 
are real. 
If we set 
(15) 
we get 
(16) 
where are the diagonal elements of DN (t = 1, 2, ••• ,N). Another way 
of writing this is 
(17) 
(18) 
We now determine d(N). t . 
Since -1 * WN = WN we get the relation (from (14)) 
[HN W.N] r,s -
1 ! h 1r-j) 2TTijs/N 1 N · 
= t'it' La N\ N e = ~ I: hN {J.N) 
..iNj=l "N j=l 
by periodicity and symmetry of hN(•). 
- 9 -
e 
2TTi(r-j)s/N, 
-4-
Hence 
1 ~- 1 N e-2TTitr/N e2TTirs/N; hN(i) 2TTij s/N N[WN HN WN]t ,s = N2 I: e 
r=l j=l 
(by synnnetry of hN) 
1 N e2TTis i 
N _I: hN(1i) if t = s, 
= 
J=l 
0 if t "# s, 
using the orthogonality property of WN. 
It is easily recognized that 
(19) = Fourier coefficient of hN(·), t ~ N. 
Lemma 1: If then as t = 1, 2, ... 
Proof: If (· ,·) denotes the inner product in the Hilbert space 12[0,l], 
then 
= and = 
By the Schwarz inequality 
as N -+ =. 
Equations (16) and (17) give a first clue as to what the limiting 
distribution of TN might look like. The ~iN),s are linear functions of 
the z 's N and can thus be expected to be asymptotically normal under quite 
general conditions. (We will come to this question later in this section.) 
The converge to known constants. This convergence, however, does not 
allow us to pass to the limit immediately, since it is not uniform in N. We 
shall see that in fact d(N) = d(N) t N-t· The next theorem will show how this obstacle 
can be overcome by exploiting more thoroughly the structure of WN and by 
choosing a particularly suitable sequence {hN}-:::!)h. 
- 10 -
- Theorem 2: Let [hNJ be the sequence of step functions satisfying (i) 
i i 
and (ii), defined by hiN) = h(N), then {hN}~h, and for N > 2K we 
.. ~. , 
may write 
(20) 
th 
t component of ~N' 
Proof: Since h(•) is uniformly continuous on [0,1] it is obvious that 
[hN} =, h. By straight.forward computation we obtain for the particular HN 
with [~Jr,s -· h(r;s): 
(21) 
Now 
[W.N{} H._] 
--~ r,s 
[ {} ] 1. ~ e2TTius/N ~ e -2ffirt/N ! dk(e21Tik( t-s )/N WN H"r\TWN == N LJ LA ~ 
- J.-..: •• r ,u s=l t==l k=l 
~2 
6(u,r,k) = 0 
+ e-2TTik(t-s)/N) 
_ l ; dk[ ~ e2Tfi(u-k)s/N ~ e-2Tfi(r-k)t/N 
N k=l s==l t=l 
+ ~ e2TTi(u+k)s/N ~ e-2TTi(r+k)t/N] 
s=l t~l 
1 N 
= -N I: dk(o(u,r,k) + o'(u,r,k)), say. 
- k=l 
if k = u and k = r, 
otherwis~. 
if k = N-u and k = N-r, 
otherwise. 
- 11 -
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Hence 
1 * N WN ~ WN = 
.d 
KO 
·oa 
K 
where empty places are to indicate zeros. 
From this we get the representation 
= DN, 
TN = i zN' ~ ZN = zN' WN DN wN* ZN = ~ dt(l~iN)12 + 1~(N)l2), 
t=l N-t 
where 1liN) = t th component of 11N, * 'JlN = WN zN. 
Now 11l(N)12 + l1l(N)12 = (Re'Jl(N))2 + (Im'Jl(N))2 + {Re'Jl(N))2 + (-Im'Jl(N)).2. l ~l t t •t •t 
It is easy to see, that 11iN) and 'Jl~~i are conjugate complex, and hence 
11llN)l 2 + 11l~:fl 2 = 211liN)j 2• Hence we finally get 
K 
TN = 2 E dtl1liN)j2. 
t=l 
Distribution of 11iN): From now on we assume that N > 2K, which is no 
real restriction, since we are interested in the limiting distribution of 
1liN) only. 
Theorem): 
{a) For each t < N/2 we have 
(22) E'JliN) = O. 
(23) var Re('JllN)) = var Im('JliN)) = 1 m ( m-1) 1 ( ) 2 N 1 - N-l ~ 2 A 1-A, as N ~ =· 
(24) cov {Re('JliN~, Im('JliN))) = O. 
- 12 -
(b) If O <A< .1,· then Re(~iN)) and Im(~iN)) are asymptotically 
normally distributed with means and variances given by (22), (23). 
Proof: 
since the 
= ,!!! .1 ; e-2ITitr/N 
NjN r=l = 0, 
ili g Nili t row of wN" is orthogonal to the , which has the 
1 form Ji' 1 , 1 , 1 , ••• , 1 ) • 
var Re(~iN)) - E Re(~iN)) 2 
hence 
= 4~ E[ ~ e2!Tirt/Nzr + ~ e-21Tist/Nz 12 
r=l s=l s 
= !fN ~ E (e21Tirt/N + e-21Tirt/N)(e21Tist/N + e-2!Tist/N)AA_
1 
r=l s:/:.r 
+ ~ ~ (e21Tirt/N + e-21Tirt/N)2}._ 
· r=l 
_ A(l-A_ 1) [o + 2N + 0 
-
4N ~+2N+N 
if 2t ~ N, 
if 2t = N. 
= _Nl E[ ~ ~ e-2ITitr/N e2ITits/N z z] 
r s 
r=l s=l 
= ~ ~ ~ e-21Titr/N e21Tits/N AA_
1 
+ i ; eOA 
r=l s~r r:.:l 
var Im(~iN)) = El~iN)l 2 - var Re(~iN)) = ½ A(l-A_ 1). 
i (N) 
A s:i.milar straigh$forward computation shows that Re(~t ) and 
are uncorrelated. 
- 13 -
(b) We prove the result for Q'N. = Re('niN)L t fixed. The proof for 
the imaginary part can be given in the same way. 
Asymptotic normality follows easily from a very general result by 
~jek (1961). 
From his Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 we compile the following result: 
Let {aNi' i = 1, 2, ••• ,N} and {bNi' i = 1, 2, ••• ,N} be double 
sequences of real numbers. Let (~1 , ~ 2 , ... ,1\rn) be a random vector which 
assumes the N! permutations of (1, 2, ••• ,N) with equal probabilities. 
1 N - 1 N 
Set a.N = N E a.N., bN = N .ElbNi. i=l 1 1= 
(25) 
(26) 
1 (27) 
Assume that 
lim 
N-co 
max (aN. - aN) 2 
ls:i~N . - i 
max (b.~,· - bN)2 
] • S:N ~.'l:t 
.S:J ... 
N 
E (bN. - b.,.,)2 
. 1 - 1. J.',J J.=. 
oj =,lim 
N-= 
N 
= o, 
C: 0, 
- '2 
- a J N 
N = 
E (a. - a )2 
i::l Ni N 
~nder these conditions = E bN.aNR 
i=l - ]. - - i 
is asymptotically normally 
distributed with mean EQ'N and va.riance cr2 (0:'N). 
In our case we have 
(28) 1 N = r;=;,- I: cos (2TTj t/N)z .• 
.JN j=l J 
1 Here, of course, 11 ~" stands for 1 ogical implication. 
- 14 -
o. 
If we set 
t if 1 ~ j ~ ~' (29) aNj = if mN + 1 ~ j ~ N, 
and 
(30) bNj 1 (2TTj t/N), = - cos 
~fi 
Then it is easy to see that aN defined by (28) has the form aN = 
,._., m.(1-A) -+co, hence (25) is satisfied. 
= .ll ~ (e2TTijt/N + e-2TTijt/N)2 = 41N(O + 2N + 0) = _21' 
N 4 . l · J= 
this 
implies (26) 
To check (27) let 1: < 6 for N ~ N6. 
for N ~ N0 and all indices 
kN - 2 
I: (aw - aN) 
we get cr-:1 JQ' .• N 
6 
< A(l-A) for N large enough. This shows that 
I: (a . - a }2 j:.:l NJ N 
(27) is satisfied and completes our proof. 
We are now going to extend the above result to any finite number of 
components l]iN) 
prove a useful 
(t = 1, 2, ••• ,L), but before we state our theorem we 
Lemma 2: Let w(N) = Q'(N) + iS(N) (O''s and S's real) be the first l t t 
L row vectors of wN*, (L fixed). Then any linear combination double sequence 
{bNJ.} of the form b = ~ (N) + ~ d Q(~) satisfies (26). Nj c tQ' tJ· D_-1 t.., lJ l=l , v 
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\-.t 
i : 
w 
i i 
la 
Proof: First note that for N > 21 we have 
-(N) 1 N (N) N (N) (N) N o, ~ /li~) ~(N) f3t = N r: 13c = r: Qlt. Q't;j - ,e.tj j=l ·J j=l J j:.:l J 
N 
and r: ai~) s ~r~ 
-
0 for 1 s: t ~ t t ~ L (i.e.' j:::l .l 'V J 
-(N) _ l. N (N) 
at -- N r; 01t -· - O ' 
- j ~1 .J 
= 0 for 1 ~ t < t' s; L 
all the real and complex 
comp~ments of WN
1
~ are orthogonal if L < N/2. We give the proof for a 
. ht d f t d bl (N) (N) Th 1 we1.g e sumo wo ou e sequences c1a 1j + c2a2 j . _e genera case can 
be proved in the same way. 
Consider 
~ (c ,.JN_) -I (N) )2 
. £JI 1 ~lJ . C2Q'2j 
J= 
max 
j 
C 2 .:.. C 2 > 0 1 I 2 I 
C 2 
2 
~ (Nb 
£J Q'2. 
. 1 .J J --·-
Joint distribution of nlN)_ ~-~ 1, 2 2 ~~~~~-
Theorem 4: Let O <"A.< 1. For any constant 
ReT]i~i), Iml)~N) , ... , Re'flfN), 
normal with mean vector O and covariance matrix 
is the identity matrix of order 21. 
C 2 C 2 
1 2 
=--+--2 2 > 0 
L the joint distribution of 
T 'Tl(N)) · . 11 
_m 111 is asymptcti,::a .. y 
t = ½A(l-A)I21 , where I 2L 
Proof: 
-·--
According to a. well--known theorem by H. Cram~r it suffices to 
prove asymptotic norma.l:ity for any linear combination 
L (i--r) s = r: c tRe'flt-· 
L 
.f,::.:l 
·I- ~ ,I T T](N) 
L, c. t _m t · But on accoJJn.t of Lemma 2 this follows directly from another 
t=l 
application of J:fajek. 1 s results. Computa.tion of mean. vector and covariance 
matrix is straightforward. 
Asymptotic distribution. of TN. 
~em 5L Let O <"A.< 1 
present section, i~e., if h(x) 
,~ 16 ... 
Under the assumptions of the 
the asymptotic distribution of 
-1 m m R. R. K 
T r: hi 
:t 1) i.s the distribution of 11.(l-11.) r; dkuk, where = - r: N Uk N . N. 1 
l.= j=l k:.:l 
are independent x2 random variables with 2 d.f. 
Proof: It is easy to see that if FN(x1, ••• ,x21 )· - F{x1, ••• ,x21) in 
distribution, where F i.s absolutely continuous, then the distribution of 
any quadratic form xvAx converges to the distribution of the quadratic form 
of the limit (the sets x'Ax ~ t are ellipses, and the F-measure of its 
boundaries are zero). Hence the result follows immediately from Theorem 2, 
(23), Theorem 1+, and the corollary to Theorem 1. 
Example: For the nonparametric test studied by Wheeler and Watson (1964) 
we have h(x) = cos 2TTx. Hence TN tends in distribution to the exponential 
law with density -Gt Ge , t ~ 0, and 
IV. (b) Extension ..2£. Results !2.! Class of Functions 
With !g£~ Fourier Expansion 
We no--w extend the results of the previous section to a class of functions 
h with infinitely many Fourier coefficients different from zero. 
For a function h(x) = ~ dke2Tfikx we found the asymptotic distribution 
k=-K 
of TN by fiTst studying 2K-dimensional linear functions of the 
passing to the limit (N - co), and then deriving the distribution of the 
quadratic form. 
In the present situat:i.on it seems to be natural that a similar path 
could be followed if we study ninfinite .. dimensional" linear functions of 
the z 1 s N taking values in some space and then try to pass to the limit. 
A separable, in.finite dimensional, Hilbert space will suit our purpose, 
as will be seen in the following theorems. In the appendix of this report 
we have presented a number of definitions and results on measures and con-
vergence of measures on Hilbert spaces. A capital letter A refers to 
theorems and de:finit:ions stated i:1J. the appendix. 
- 1'7 -
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Under our assumptions on h (real, synnnetric with respect to zero) 
we still have dk·= d_k = dk in the expansion 
(31) h(x) = i dke21Tikx. 
-= 
Throughout this section we make the following additional 
Assumption: 
(32) 
N 
This assumption implies that t dk - h(O) as N -=· 
-N 
In this section it is convenient to use as approximating sequence the 
sequence (hN} satisfying (i) and (ii) and 
(33) ~ dk e2ffikt/Nl 
k=-N 
= 
i.e., on the intervals of constancy 
partial sum of the Fourier series. 
! hN takes the values at N of the Nth 
Lemma 3: For the sequence {hN} satisfying (i) and (ii) defined by (33) 
we have I lhN - hj IL - 0 and hN(O) - h(O) as N - co; i.e., (hN} is a 
2 
legitimate approximation in the sense that (hN}=;h. 
Proof: Since ~ dke2ffikx ~ h(x) uniformly in x (h(•) is continuous) 
k=-N 
we have jhN(x) - h(N)(x)I < e, all x, for N ~ N
8
, where h(N)(x) is 
the approximating step function satisfying (i), (ii) and h(N)(~) = h(½). 
Hence I j h - h (N) 11 - 0 as N L2 
I jh(N) - hj 11 - 0, and hence 2 
N -=· By uniform continuity of h we have 
11 h - h 11 - 0 as N -+ co. N 12 
We have already remarked that hN(o) - h(O) because of assumption (32). 
We now define a sequence of measures on the real Hilbert space H of 
real sequences with finite sum of squares. 
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-As always in probability theory we assume that there exists an underlying 
probability space (n,,1£,P) where the sequences of i.i.d. random variables 
ad inf. and x1 , ~2 , ••• ad inf. (with continuous distribution 
function) are defined. We also assume that to each N there is defined an 
integer N, such that ~ --+ A N--+=, and O<A<l. ~ ~ "'N =N as 
Since we are only interested in certain rank order statistics, all our 
random variables are functions of the vectors zN defined by (2). But it 
should be kept in mind that they are actually measurable functions on (n,el{,,P). 
Any measurable transformation from the space of the Z IS N to H induces 
a probability measure on H. We now define a sequence of transformations SN 
of the zN's and hence a sequence of measures on H: 
Set 
Let VN be the N x 2N matrix defined by 
={: 
Id t I + jdN-tl 
(2N) 
ck = 
if 
if 
where 
for 
s 
s 
is odd, 
is even. 
t - rk+l] 
- '" 2 , 
N 2(2] < k ~ 2N-2, 
N 1 ~ k ~ 2[~], 
i::'. 
for k = 2N~l and for k = 2N. 
Define C2N to be the diagonal matrix with elements 
E.g., for N even we have 
ld1l+ldN-1I 
I d 1 I+ I dN--11 
ld2l+ldN-2I 
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ldN/2f+ldN/2I 
0 
(k = 1, 2, ••• ,2N). 
If x = (x1 , x2 , ... ) is a generic element of the Hilbert space H, 
we define· the sequence {SN} of mappings from O to H by the relation 
(36) 
Let µ,N be the probability measure on H induced by SN. 
Theorem 6: The sequence {µ,N} of probability measures is compact. 
Proof: We use Theorem A.2 for the p:t,oof. 
Condition 1: This is obviously satisfied. 
Condition 2: As a basis for H we take the vectors (1,0,0, ••• ), 
(0,1,0,0, ••• ), •••• Now let s > 0 be given.. 
00 
Take M, 
e 
even, such that 
I:· I dkj < {, which :i.s possible by (32), a.nd let M > M be arbitrary. 
~21M· s 
e 
Then for N < M we have 
if 2N < M, 
for M ~ 2N < 2M, by (23). 
For N ~ M we set s2N = VN' zN ( this is the vector of real and imaginary 
parts o:E TlN) and use the fa.ct tha.t a.11 the compoaents si2N) have the same 
1 
expected square 2~_(1-~ __ 1) (by (23)). Rene: 
J 2( ) d ( ) = 
2
; (·"'-k(2N) )2 E.( !k(2N) )2 rM x µ.N x LJ _ !; 
k=.~ H 
- 20 -
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Lennna 4: Let (µN} be a compact sequence, let M be the closure (in 
the topology of weak convergence)of (µN, N = 1, 2, ••• }). Then the set of 
characteristic functionals (x(f,µ):µcM} is a uniformly equicontinuous set 
of functions of f (on H). (For the definition of x(f,µ) see Appendix (A.3} • .) 
Proof: Let c > 0 be given. By Theorem A.l there exists a compact K 
e 
such that µN(K
6
) ~ 1 - f, all N. By Lennna A.1 any µ e M also satisfies 
this relation, since it is the limit of a suitably chosen subsequence µN .• Now 
l. 
K
6 
is bounded by some constant K > O. Let 11 f - g 11 < ;K • Then for any µeM 
lx(f,µ) - x(g,µ)J = l,LCe1(f,x) - e1(g,x))dµ.(x)I ~ { le1(f,x)111-e1(g-f,x)ldµ(x) 
e 
+ 2JK dµ.(x) ~ { J(g-f,x)jdµ.(x) +~ ~ { I lf·gll I I xi I dµ(x) + ~ 
C C e 
K ..L + .! = ~. 2k 2 ~ 
Theorem 7: µN ~ some probability measure µ as N ~=-
Proof: If µN ~ µ in the sense of weak convergence, then 
µN(R) = 1 =JidµN ~ J1c1µ, = µ(R), thus µ has to be a probability measure. 
We show weak convergence by using Theorem A3~. 
Let 
Theorem 4 we get 
(37) 
..... ' . V, • • • J:, then by a trivial extension of 
as N ~ =· 
Let µ be any limit measure of a suitably chosen subsequence. Then by 
the definition of weak convergence 
(38) 
k 
- .! A( 1:1)_ I: Id . t If. 2 
= e 2 2 i=l ci;l] i 
Since the f(k),s are dense in H, and since the left hand side of (38) 
is continuous in its first argument we must have: 
(39) x(f,µ) 
- .! A.(1-A) ; Id. If 2 
2 2 ·-1 [1.+l] i 
= e J.-. ~ all f C H. 
(I.e., any limiting measure is normal with S-operator of the form 
- 21 -
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[S] = \(1-A) 6 Id ..L .1-) 
·r,s 2 r,s I~i 2 .. 
Now let f e H and t:: > 0 be given. By the preceding Lcnnna !~ we 
know that lx(f,µ) 
llf - f(1c)II ~ o 
€ 
(k) - I e 
x(f ,µ,) <3 uniformly in µ c.:; M, if only 
for suitably chosen 6. Fix such an f(k) and let 
e 
N be such that 
e 
lx(f(k),µN) - x(f(k),µ)j <} for N ~ Ne' and for the 
particular µ appearing in (38) and (39). Then for N ~ N we get 
e 
lx(f,µN) - x(f,µ)I 
~ lx(f,µN) - x(f(k) ,µN)I 1- lx(/k) ,µN) - )'_(/k) ,µ)I 
+ lx(f(k) ,µ) - x(f ,µ) I 
By Theorem A.3 we get the desired result. 
Theorem 8: Under the assumptions of this section TN converges in 
distribution to the distribution with characteristic function 
(40) 
Proof: 
Let 
* 
,, . .t.l 
' ' 
-1, 
if dk ~ 0, 
if dk < o. 
If '11N = WN zN as previously, then for the components 11 (N) 
.f, 
( N) -(N) 
we have ·11 · :-= '· • U-t 11 t . 
With this notation a straightforward computation shows that 
(J~.1) 
where are the characteristic values of HN obtained by diagonalizing 
HN by the matrix wN. 
- 22 -
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Combining (36) and (l1.1) it is easy to see that Tiw) is a function of 
SN(w) and that on H TN has the simple structure 
(42) 
since 
(43) 
=···=Oa.e. 
Now we know from weak convergence that 
cpT (t) 
N 
N 2 
it I: 6 k+l xk 
= E e· k=l [72] 
µ,N 
CIC) 
it t 8[kt!.]xk2 
-+ E µ, e 2 = cpT ( t ) as N -+ oo • 
This limit is continuous and hence TN converges i..::1 distribution. We now 
CIC) 
evaluate 
(44) 
it I: 8~k+l xk2 
Ee k=l L7"] . 
µ 
From. Theorem 7 we conclude that for each K 
By the dominated convergence theorem we ~an pass to the limit in K and get 
CIC) 
it I: 0 k+l]Xk2 
= E e k=l [--2 = µ, -
CIC) II < 1 ... 2.u1. < 1- :x.) dk_t r 1 • 
k=l 
l_.~remj2: Let h have a continuous derivative. Then TN converges i.n. 
distribution to a probability measure w:f.th characteristic function 
CIC) • -1 
= 11 (1 - 2iA(1-A) dkt) , 
k=l 
cp( t) 
where l 2TTikx dk. = £ e h(x) dx, k = 1, 2., ••• 
Proof: It is a well-known fact in Fouri.er-analysis that under the above 
conditions jdk.j ~ ~ for some constant M. Hence the sequence of Fourier 
coefficients converges absolutely and the result follows from Theorem 8. 
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Definitions and Results about Measures~ Weak 
Convergence of Measures .2!l Separable Hilbert Spaces 
In this secti.on we present a few definitions and results on convergence 
of measures on Hilbert spaces. Most of the results follow directly from tb.e 
definitions or can be found in Y. V. Prokhorov (1956). 
'rb.roughou.t this appendix we assume that the Hilbert space H i.s real 
and separable .• 
Let {g be the cr-field of subsets of H generated by the class of continuous 
linear functionals on H (Le.:, the minimal cr-field with respect to which all 
elements of the dual space a.re measurable), then (H,a3) is a measurable space. 
Any countably additive nonneg::1t:ive set function m(•) defined on dJ ia called 
a measure on H. 
We always assume that m(H) <cc,. 
Definition: A sequ.eD.ce of me.asures {µ,N} converges weakly to a measure 
( . b 1 weakly ) ,·t :Ln sym o. s: µ,N--, µ, , _ 
(Al) 
H H 
for all bounded contim..:i.ou.s functions f on. H. 
This type of convergen~e ~.s usue.lly called uc0nvergence in diat:r-:i.bu.t:i.0n" 
if H is fini. te-di.mensiona.l. 
r.onverge.nce in di.atri.bution on finite dimensional spaces e:an. be metri.zed. 
~ 
The so-called Levyumetri.c h13.s the propert:y the.t convE:rgence of measures i.n. this 
metri.c is equ:i.va.lent t 1J convergence i.n di.stributi.on. 
A similar metric has been defined by Prok..h.orov for the class of finite 
measures on Convergence ir1: this metri.c is the same as weak convergence. 
With thi.s metric the cl.8.SS M(H) of fi.nite measures on (H, fB) be'.~omes a 
complet'= separable metric space. 
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Lemma A 1 • weak 1. v 
___ .•• µN ·)µ, implies lim µ,N(F) ~ µ,(F) 
N 
for any closed set FCHo 
... 
Of great lnt:erest is the characterization of the com.pact subsets of M(H), 
i.e., sets which can be covered by a finite e~net for every e > o. 
Theorem A. l: A set M' C M(H) is compact i.f and only if 
(1) sup µ,(Hj <= and 
µ,eM' 
(2) for any e: > 0 there exists a compact K C H such that 
e 
µ,(H - K) s: e for every µ, e: M' • 
e 
A useful sufficient condition for compact subsets M' i.s given by the 
following theorem.. Since H is separable there exists a countable complete 
orthonormal set (e.} of vectors. We assume that such a system has been 
1 
chosen and define 
= (A2) = I:: (x,e.~ 2 • 
. N J. l.==.:. 
Then we can sta.te this 
Theorem . A. 2: A set of measures M' C .'M(H) for which 
(1) sup µ,(H) < =, and 
µ,eMr 
(2) lim sup Jr1/(x) dµ,(x) = 0, 
N-+ = µeM~ B: 
is c:ompa.ct. 
A power.fol tool for an.2.lyzing converge.nee. in distribution. of mea.sures on 
fini.te dimensional spaces :i.s the cha:racteristic function. A corresponding 
transformation can be defined on Hilbert spaces. 
_Qefinition: ~e f·,.m,'!~~i.on x( · ,µ,) defined for any bounded linear 
functional f on H by the equa.tion 
(A3) ( f ) J i. ( f :; X) d ( ) X . ,µ, = e µ, x H 
is called characteristic functional of the measure µ. Here (·,·) is the 
inner product on H. 
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Since µ is finite it is obvious that the integral exists. The name 
characteristic functional is justified by the fact that a measure is uniquely 
determined by its characteristic functional. 
A characteristic functional is continuous in f. 
By the definition of weak convergence we hav~ of· course, 
weakly ( ) ( ) µ,N ) µ, ~ X f ,µ,N - X f ,µ ' every f e H. 
The converse ( ) ( ) . ] weakly (x f ,µ,N - x f , continuous ~ µ,N ;) µ, is unfortunately 
not true for infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces (and the usual topology on 
H) • We have however the weaker 
Theorem A.3: If {µ,N' N= 1, 2, ••• } is compact and x(f,µ,N) - x(f) 
for every f s H, then for some µ, s M(H) 
weakly 
and x(f) x(f ,µ,). µ,N ·>µ, = 
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